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NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY: HISTORICAL AND 
EXPOSITORY. 

By GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED, A. M., (Princeton) Ph. D., (Johns Hopkins); Member of the London 
Mathematical Society; and Professor of Mathematics in the University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

EContiiiued from the June Number.1 

PROPOSITION XX. Let there be a triangle A CM' (fig. 19.) PZqht-angled 
at C. Then from the point B bisecting this A[ let 
fall the perpendicular BD to A C 1 sa.y this per- 
pendicular willz not be (in the hypothesis of acute angle) 
greater than half the perpenditular -XC. 

Proof. For let DB be produced to DPldouble 
DB. Therefore DII would be (if DB be greater. 
than the aforesaid half) greater than C0M, and there- 
fore equal to a certain continuiation CMI?. 

Join All, Ilk, .111M, PD. 
Now we proceed thus. Since in the triangles 

ZIBA, PBiIE the sides JIB, BA are assuimed equal to the sides P7B, B31 
and (Eu. I. 15) the an,les at the point B are equial; also (EuL. 1. 4) the base R7A 
will be equal to the base LPD. 

Then, by the same reasoning, in the triangles 11BJ1f DBA, the bases 
HiW, PA will be equal. 

Wherefore in the triangles H111A, ADM, (Eu. I. 8) the angles .YLA4 
ADM will be equal. Again in the triangles AHB, 1MDB, the residual angle 
IfHB will remain equial to the residual right angle APB. Therefore the angle 

JiffB will be right. But this is absurd in the hypothesis of acute angle; since 
the straight XH joining equial perpendicuilars KC, HPlD, makes (P. III.) acute 
angles with these perpendiculars. 

Therefore the perpendicular BD is not (in the hypothesis of acute angle) 
greater than the half of the perpendicuilar AiEC Quod erat demonstraxudaim 

PRtOPosITON XX I. The same reinain-"?Wg; if AMl; and A C are understood 
as produced in infiaitu)f. Isay their distance (in either hypothesi.s, of riqht 
angle or of acute angle) will be greater than any assqqnable fiinte lenoth. 

Proof. In AK Yproduced assume APdouble Ail! and let fall to AC 
produced the perpendicular PN1 

The perpendicul1ar HO0 will not be in either of the aforesaid hypothesis 
greater than half the perpendicular PN. 

Therefore PH will be at least double XC, just as XO is at least double 
BP. And so always, if in A[prodtuced is assumed double AP, and from th, 
termination of this a perpendicular is let fall to AO produced. 

It is obviouis the perpendicular, which from AX ever more produiced is 
let fall to AC produced, will be a multiple of the determinate RD beyond any 
finite assignable ntimber. 

Therefore the distance of the aforesaid straights will be (in either afore- 
said hypotehsis) greater than any assignable finite length. 

Quiod erat demonstrandtnI, 
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